
Release Notes 2.69 Tuesday, April 6th, 2021

Howdy EasyClockers! Here are the notes for release 2.69. In this release, we made
a couple of changes to the ADP Workforce Now Integration. We also made a
change to our other integrations to execute if the service unexpectedly stops
working. We also fixed a couple of report issues, one Xenio time clock issue with
lunch and breaks. Kindly send us an email with your feedback to
products@easyclocking.com. Stay tuned for upcoming updates...

New Features:

● None on this release.

Enhancements/Add-ons:
1. “ADP Workforce Now” integration enhancement - Ability to know which employee

is synced to an integration: When viewing an employee in the “Users” tab, you will be
able to see a red text indicating the selected employee is currently synced to an
integration on the account.

2. “ADP Workforce Now” integration enhancement - Ability for other account admins
to sync employees from ADP to EC: Previously only the main account holder or the
person that completed the purchase of the connector would only be able to sync
employees. This has changed and now other admins can help in this process.

Fixed Errors/Bugs:
1. Xenio Timeclock - Issue with Lunch/Break indicators: Fixed an issue within the

Xenio timeclocks with the “Multi-breaks'' punch indicators. Employees would have to
wait an extra minute to be able to come back from lunch after the minimum required was
completed. A new module is available for the Xenio devices. Kindly contact our team to
receive this update.

2. “Users” tab - “Yearly Rate” employees issue in employee profile: Fixed an issue for
“Yearly Rate” or also known as ‘salaried” employees. When an employee’s profile was
modified, the system would prompt the user to set the effective date of this change and
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this was an incorrect behavior since it is only supposed to prompt the user for the
effective date when a user is switched from hourly to yearly rate and vice versa.

3. Critical Setting - “Show Rounded TimeCard Totals” issue: An operation error would
occur when this setting was enabled and the employee had bonus hours or bonus amount
on their timecard.

4. “Users” tab - Access level “username” duplicate issue: When an employee was deleted
from the system, the username tide to the user was not removed from the name of
available tenants and when another employee was added with the same username, the
system would show an error message stating the username was duplicate.

5. Reports - Issue with “Actual vs Schedule Summary” and also “Work Analysis”
report: When running these reports for one day only, the report would provide the
incorrect “actual” worked totals.

6. Reports - Issue with “Paid Time off - Used” report: When running this report, the
“rate” information was inaccurate.

Extras:
● Integrations

○ Geotab Integration for account ProFrac (34861): Make the GeoTab Integration
check the last successful execution date and time and force the next execution 12
hours from the last one.

● Because the execution of this system is being managed by the Task
Coordinator Service, this improvement will be developed as part of the
Task Coordinator Service and will affect all other Integration Services
using the same technology as GeoTab Integration Service.


